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Innovative coupler system allows the Aggressor® 

auger to be equipped with three different connection 
sizes (R-200 / R-256 / H-200)

Pengo’s “go-to” auger bit for general landscaping 
and construction applications.

Innovative design transforms a standard Pengo 
dirt Aggressor® into a robust rock auger.

R-256R-200

A solution for dealers and 
customers that need to 

adapt auger bits to various 
types of auger drives.

3 Sizes of Interlok® Couplers

InterLok® US Patent 9,127,513

H-200
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R-256R-200

A solution for dealers and 
customers that need to 

adapt auger bits to various 
types of auger drives.

3 Sizes of Interlok® Couplers
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H-200

Pengo’s general purpose auger designed to handle 
your most challenging applications across a variety 
of drilling conditions. 



HOW IT WORKS:

1. The Coupler is inserted into 

the Collar by aligning the 

Coupler Drive Lugs with the 

Collar openings located on the 

top ring of the Collar.  

2. The Coupler is inserted into 

the Collar until the shoulder 

on the Coupler interfaces with 

the top of the Collar.

3. The auger coupler is rotated in 

a clockwise manner to engage 

the Coupler Lugs with the 

recessed areas in the Collar.  

“Twist and Lock”.

4. Install the locking hardware.  

Thread the Positive Lock Pin 

into the Collar Ears.  Positive 

Lock Bolts have a push button 

that initiates ball action and 

retraction. 
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INTERLOK®

What is InterLok®?
The InterLok® system is a variable geometry auger bit coupler.  The coupler allows the auger 
bit to utilize different coupler connections.  The ability to use different connection sizes can 
eliminate the need for auger bit adapters.  The new coupler system also allows for more universal 
adaptability to different types of auger drives that use various output shaft sizes and shapes.
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